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INTRODUCTION

The parton model, with QCD corrections, seems to be remarkably

successful in its description of high-energy hadron-hadron collisions at

the CERN collider! While this success is naturally added to the general

list of successes of perturbative OCD it is important to remember that, as

vet, there is no fundamental derivation of the parton model for hadron-

n?.:ron scattering from within QCD. Consequently we have no solid basis

for determining whether the CERN results are simply as we would expect

f L-in other successes of QCD or whether there is something more to be

Learned from the parton model's success in this domain.

Tn this talk I shall argue that understanding how and why the parton

model vrorks for hadron scattering in QCD is essentially equivalent to

understanding diffraction scattering in the theory. For several years I

have advocated ' the Critical Pomeron^' solution of the Reggeon Field

Theory on the theoretical grounds that it is a uniquely self-consistent

and unitary (asymptotic) description of hadron diffraction scattering.

While it is, at present, hard to argue that the experimental evidence for

the emergence of the Critical Pomeron at as/mptotic energies is any better

than qualitative, I now believe that in the context of QCD it has

additional theoretical significance. The dominant theme of this talk will

he that the occurrence of the Critical Pomeron In QCD is fundamentally

related to the validity of the parton model for hadron-hadron

scattering. The critical Pomeron is che "phase-transition" phenomenon

anticipated by Feynman ' as essential for describing low transve.se

momentum physics in the partor. model, and I shall argue that a

"derivation" of the Critical Pomeron from QCD is very close, if not

ecuivalent, to a derivation of the parton model from within the theory.

The existence of a relationship between the parton model and the

Critical Pomeron certainly suggests there is much to be learned from the

success of the parton-model at CERN. I argue that the Critical Pomeron,

and therefore by implication the parton model, emerges from QCD only under

very special conditions, which in fact reflect the difficulty of obtaining

completely consistent infra-red and ultra-violet behavior In a gauge theory.

(Diffraction scattering, or the Regge limit, of a theory probes the mixing

of infra-red and ultra-violet behavior in a particularly stringent manner.1*

The most attractive way to satisfy these conditions involves a unification

of OCD and electro—weak dynamical symmetry breaking utilizing color sextet

onarks. ' This unification not only prescribes the nature of electro-



weak symmetry breaking but also suggests a link between the electro-weak

interaction scale and the scale for parton results to be valid in QCD.

The CERN results are, of course, consistent with a relationship between

these scales. Indeed if the parton model's simultaneous occurrence with

the appearance of the W* and Z^ at CERN is ultimately seen to be more then

a coincidence, there clearly will have been much learned from the

extension of the parton model to this domain. I might also add that the

OCD-electroweak unification I am referring to can be embedded naturally in

a unique SU(5) Grand Unified Theory ^ which potentially not only unifies

all gauge interactions but also unifies both the fermion families and

dynamical symmetry breaking in one complete theory.

The first half of the talk will be devoted to a heuristic explanation

of the link between the parton model and the Critical Pomeron which is

designed to establish the plausibility of the relationship. The essential

idea is that the parton-model can be derived from QCD if light-cone gauge

quantization allows the definition of an infinite-momentum hadron wave-

function ' in terms of quark and gluon Fock-space states. For this to be

the case then at infinite momentiui the properties of confinement and

chiral symmetry breaking must be transferred from the vacuum to the wee—

parton distribution responsible for hadronic diffraction. The wee-parton

distributim must be very special for this to happen. I argue that it

should be «i "phase-transition" phenomenon, as Feynman envisaged, ' which

has the uniquely defining properties of the Critical Pomeron.

The second half of the talk will be a brief review of my own program

for deriving the Critical Pcmeron from QCD. This work Is reviewed in

detail in a set of lecture notes to be published shortly.^' Additional

references covering varying aspects of the program are given in Ref 10.

My work essentially reverses the logic of the heuristic argument by

arguing that the circumstances under which diffraction scattering can be

described by starting from perturbation theory in QCD are those in which

infinite momentum hadrons can be described as quark-gluon bound-states and

diffraction is described by the Critical Pomeron.

I should also mention that my work provides a well—defined first

aDproximation to the Pcmeron in OCD which might have Interesting

consequences. The Pomeron appears first as a single, reggeizad glue-,

with color confinement produced by an accompanying infinite momentum

topological gluon condensate. This approximation may be particularly

useful for understanding the validity of a "Pomeron-photon analogy" in



^ and also for studying general short-distance properties of the

Pomeron—such as jet production In high-mass diffraction, '•' for example.

LIGHT-COHE QOAHTlZATiOH AHD THE PARTON MODEL

For purely hadronic processes the parton model is effectively combined

with QCD perturbation theory by assuming the existence of parton (quark

and gluon) "structure functions" Ga/R(xa,Q
2) for each pi.rton a and each

hadron H which are essentially probability functions for finding the

parton a in the hadron a. Given the Ga/H(x,Q ) ?t Q* • OQ the calculation

of their evolution and subsequent parton interactions defines the

application of perturbative QCD to hadron amplitudes. The existence of a

number of "factorization proofs", together with asymptotic freedom,

suggests that the procedure followed is self-consistent but without a
9

derivation of the initial Ga/H(xa,QQ) It is certainly not derived from

within QCD.

Hadrons are, of course, believed to originate from a complicated

vacuum in OCD which produces both confinement and chiral symmetry

breaking. In such a vacuum we anticipate that there will be no well-

defined meaning to free quark and gluon states and this clearly makes it

Intrinsically difficult to define structure functions.

Feynman's original formulation of the parton model ' described

partons as the constituents of hadrons at infinite momentum. Within the

context of OCD we would like i:he validity of the parton model to imply the

existence of the limiting form of a wave-function for a hadron at infinite

iicmentum in terms of quarks and gluons. With this in mind, there is an

ideal approach to quantizing OCD which also seems to simplify, if not

solve, the vacuum problem.

Tn the "light-cone" gauf.e In which the gluon field A satisfies

A+ - 0 . (1)

The "perturbative vacuum" is an eigenstate of the full OCD hamiltonian.

This is not the case in other gauges. If we write, at fixed x+,

» dP+ -iP+x iP x

A i ( x - l 5 i > = ! £ f ^ {e ~ a i ( p + ' x i } ~ e v i < V 5 i » • ( 2 )
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then

ai(P+,x)|O> - 0 (3)

defines the percurbative "cuark-gluon" vacuum. The light-cone Hamiltonian

is

P_ . - ^ J dx_dxjF^ + F2
U] + P_(quarks) , (4)

where F is the usual gluon field tensor, defined in terms of transverse

gluon fields A. , and F+_ is defined in terms of A by solving Gauss' law.

In general there is, in the light-cone gauge, an increased danger of

an infra-red divergence at P+ • 0 arising from integrals of the form

« dP^ -iPi « dP -iP^x

Jdx_ / ̂ e
 +" , f -i/dx_e +" (5)

0 y ^ 0 /p^

-d?

-=Z 5(P+
J (6)

(7)

This divergence cancels, however, when we evaluate P_ acting on the

perturbative vacuum. Consequently we can measure eigenvalues of P_

relative to that of |0> and write

P_|0> - 0 . (8)

The infra-red divergence does not cancel in particular when P_ acts on

Fock-states created by gluon creation operators a .(P+,x.) and analogous

quark creation operatots acting on |0>. Consequently Fock-states of the

form

|qq>, |qqg>, | qqq> , (9)

all ha-<? Infinite expectation values for P_. For hadron states which also

have infinite P_ there is no obvious conflict in assuming a decomposition

in terms of Fock-space states, for example



(whereas for a hadron with finite P_ there would be). If hadc^..!.. wave-

functions of the form (10) can indeed be defined then it is

straightforward to define the required structure functions in terms of

them.8^ We write

Ga/H(xa'Q) " I
n

where now k is the transverse momentum of the i-th constituent (in the

state labelled generically by n) and Xj is the fraction of the (infinite)

longitudinal momentum

-— (12)

carried by the ,i-th constituent.

The difficulty with this procedure is, of course, that the

perturbative vacuum, although an eigenstate of P_, does not carry the

required properties of confinement and chiral symmetry breaking.

Therefore we have no justification for believing that it is the correct

vacuum or that P_ should be measured relative to <0|P_|0>. Consequently

there is no a-priori reason why (10) should be valid at infinite momentum.

We now consider whether there may be circumstances under which the

perturbative vacuum could be used at infinite momentum and if so what the

physics issues involved are.

CONFINEMENT AND CHIRAL SYMMETRY BREAKING AT INFINITE MOMENTUM

Lorentz invariance of a single-particle state presumably determines that

an isolated, stable, hadron cannot modify the vacuum simply by travelling

at infinite momentum. However, two (or more) hadrons can have a

(relative) momentum dependent interaction which if it becomes infinite

range in the limit of infinite relative momentum could perhaps be

interpreted as a modification of the vacuum perceived by the one (or more)

infinite momentum hadrons involved. Specifically, the interpretation of

infinite range would have to be that the total cross-section presented by

an infinite momentum hadron to another hadron is (a? a limit) infinite.



Perhaps this can be interpreted as the confinement scale of the vacuum

becoming infinite at infinite momentum, as we would like. Note that if

this is the case we would anticipate that the infinite total cross-section

can be directly calculated through quark-giuon (that is 'parLon")

interactions. Also for consistency, the confinement spectrum would have

Co be a property of the infra-red divergences of parton interactions since

it would no longer be a property of the vacuum.

If the confinement scale can perhaps be disposed of by an infinite

total cross-section the spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry seems to

be a vacuum property that is less easy to removp. How is an infinite

momentum hadron to remember the corresponding choice of direction in

SUL(NF) x SUR(Np) flavor group-space if the vacuum has lost the

information?

Recall first that the "wee-partons", as originally defined by

Feynman, are those for which (in the infinite momentum limit)

xt + 0 . (13)

Clearly at infinite momentum this includes all "soft" partons with finite

momentum. In general any non-trivial vacuum property will be carried by

groups of particles produced from the vacuum with zero total momentum.

For a finite momentum hadrcn such vacuum produced particles are

indistinguishable from "partons" satisfying (13) and this would, of

course, be an inevitable complication in any attempt to define a parton

wave-function at finite Momentum. However, this same complication implies

that in the limit of infinite momentum It might be possible ' for the

vacuum properties of zero momentum groups of particles to be transferred

smoothly to a wee-parton distribution satisfying (13). If the wee-partons

are to act as a vacuum (or perhaps be indistinguishable from the vacuum)

in this way then they must carry the vital vacuum property of

universality. That is if every hadron has the same universal wee-parton

distribution then it is at least possible that the chiral symmetry

breaking direction could be transferred from the vacuum to the wee-partons

at infinite momentum.

Our conclusion from the above is therefore chat we may be able to

dispense with confinement and chiral symmetry breaking in the infinite

momentum vacuum (for one infinite momentum hadron scattering or another

hadron) if we have



an asymptotical ly In f in i t e t o t a l c ros s - s ec t i on and a

universal wee-parton d i s t r ibut ion

HERMAN'S PHASE-TRANSITION PHENOMENON

In h i s original formulation of the parton model ' Feynman actual ly

foresaw the need for a universal wee-parton d i s t r ibut ion and he pictured

i t as a phase-transi t ion phenomenon. Feynman's picture of an i n f i n i t e

momentum hadron wave function as a funct ion of rapidi ty i s shown In

Fig. I .

multiplicity

universal
wee-parton
region

short-range (in rapidity) inter-
actions accumulate in a universal
manner to produce long-range
effect

depends on
hadron-"valence"
parton region

Fig. 1 Feynman's parton wave-function

This picture is very much as we would wish it to be in QCD. We

certainly require the valence quark content of a hadron to be well-defined

at large x, and in the last Section we argued the need for the. universal

wee-parton region. For the universal wee-parton region to develop in each

hadron independent of the nature of the particular hadron involved Feynman

suggested a short-range parton-interaction (in rapidity) could produce a

phase-transition or long-range critical phenomenon effect. Such a

phenomenon could naturally be insensitive to the hadron boundary condition

at the end of the rapidity axis while always developing the same wee-

parton distribution in the small rapidity region.

In OCD parton interactions are not directly short-range in rapidity

because of the vector gluon interaction. (Ultimately we will want this

interaction to "explain" the infinite total cross-section!) Nevertheless

if partons instead have the ability to group into hadrons wh'-h do have a

short-range rapidity interaction this could still produce the universal



wee_parton region as a "hadronic" critical phenomenon effect.

Feynman envisaged the most direct outcome of the universal wee parton

distribution as being in the central region of the rapidity axis. Two

hadrons scattering with (opposite) infinite momentum would, because of the

underlying short-range rapidity interaction, interact through their common

wee-parton region only. The effect of this would be a universal central

plateau of produced particles as illustrated in Fig. 2.

f n - r
one hadron one hadron parton distribution

responsible for particle
production

Fig. 2 Particle production with a universal central region.

If we take such a universal central region to be the most immediate

physical manifestation of a universal wee-parton distribution we conclude

from the above arguments that perhaps

light-cone quantization can consistently define parton distribution

functions if the wee-parton distribution of scattering hadrons produces

A. asymptotically rising total cross-sections

B. universal, factorizlng central region particle production.

We should emphasize that we do not expect the infinite momentum

parton wave-function of an isolated hadron to be a well-defined concept.

Even in hadron collisions there is an ambiguity (as Feynman emphasized) in

separating the definition of initial and final wee-parton distributions

from wee-parton interactions. In spite of this ambiguity if the final

effect of wee-parton interactions is to produce a universal, factorized,

phenomenon which is independent of the individual hadrons involved and

which also takes care of all complex vacuum phenomena then we have at

least a hope, If not a proof, that calculating hard parton interactions

using light-cone wave-functions and ignoring wee-parton problems will be

justified.

THE CRITICAL POMERON

The Critical Pomeron was formulated^' over a decade ago usin-4 the Reggeon



Field Theory1**—a formalism based on short-range hadron interactions in 10

both rapidity and impact parameter. We shall not review its formulation

here but simply emphasize that the Critical Pomeron is uniquely

characterized as a critical phenomenon of short-range hadron interactions

which produces properties jV and j$̂  above. There are many additional

scaling properties, asymptotic KNO scaling for example, which the Critical

Pomeron produces. For us what matters is that it is the only known

theoretical description of rising total cross-sections which produces a

universal, factorlzing central rapidity region. [The "plateau" envisaged

by Feynman actually rises, and also the average transverse momentum grows,

because of additional powers of log s associated with anomalous dimensions

of the Critical Pomeron. This subtlety is important for the theory to

match with the hard-parton scattering processes which also populate the

central region and do, of course depend on the individual hadrons

involved* Apart from this sophistication the Critical Pomeron can be

closely identified with Feynman's phase transition phenomenon.]

There is a further vital property of the Critical Pomero- which was

discovered not long after its formulation. The branch-point at zero-

momentum transfer produced in all Regge trajectories by the Critical

Pomeron can remove one parity fermion trajectory from the physical sheet

o£ the angular momentum plane while leaving the partner parity trajectory

physical. 5^ Hence the Critical Pomeror. can produce chiral symmetry

breaking -just as we have required for the wee-parton distribution of QCD.

In summary, the full logic of the above argument should now be

clear. The Critical Pomeron, as a description of hadron diffraction

scattering, has all the right properties to allow the perturbative vacuum

of QCD to be usad at infinite momentum. Therefore we anticipate that if

we can understand the origin of the Critical Pomeron in QCD, we will be

able to understand the origin of the parton model.

As we noted above, if the perturbative vacuum is valid for scattering

hadrons at infinite momentum we should be able to calculate the full total

cross-section through parton interactions. If this is the case then the

vector-nature of the quark-gluon interaction will indeed be seen to be the

explanation of the approximate constancy of the total cross-section. This

is an easily suggested "explanation" in the context of QCD, but very

difficult to demonstrate in practice. As I discuss in the next Section

the question of und°r what conditions diffraction scattering in OCD can be

calculated perturhatively is at th*> heart of my work on OCD. Not
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surprisingly (by now) we shall find the general arguments of the above

discussion borne out in a very particular manner.

QCD DIFFRACTION PROM PERTURBATION THEORY

When the gauge symmetry of QCD Is spontaneously broken using the Higgs

mechanism the result 1^ is massive gluons and quarks which, through

perturbative interactions (exponentiated by summation to all orders), lie

on Regge pole trajectories, as illustrated in Fig. 3. A further

consequence of this "reggeizaticn" is that high-energy "diffraction

scattering"

gluon Regge t r a j ec to ry j = a ( t )
quark Regge t ra jec tory j = a ( t)

1/2 -A

t = gluon
\ 2
t = quark mass

mass

Fig. 3 Gluon and quark Regge trajectories.

of massive quark and gluon states is given by reggeon diagrams '

(analogous to those which describe Pomerons in the Reggeon Field Theory)

involving gluon Regge poles, that is

+
4- ---- = S gluon

E.2gge pole propagator

Powerful multi-Regge theory techniques9^ can be used to sum and analyze

such diagrams. For this to ba useful for our general purpose we clearly

have to find circumstanced under which the above perturbative calculation

of quark and gluon "diffraction-scattering" can be (smoothly) related to

hadron diffraction in "unbroken OCD"—that is with unbroken gauge

symmetry.
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The smooth continuation of reggeon diagrams into unbroken QCD

involves separate issues in the infra-red and ultra-violet domains.

Consider first Complimentarity—a principle extracted from lattice gauge

theory—which states that the infra-red part of a theory will continue

smoothly as a gauge symmetry is restored if fundamental representation

Higgs scalars are used for the Higgs mechanism. This principle can be

used for gluon (and quark) reggeon diagrams if an ultra-violet transverse

momentum cut-off A. is utilized. In this case the resultant "infra-red"

reggeon diagrams should continue smoothly into those for QCD as the gauge

symmetry is restored. Using the required two triplets of scalars and

decoupling first one and then the other produces the sequence of gauge

symmetries

"SU(D" — 5U(2) — SU(3)

9 2
M| and M^ are the masses of gluons becoming respectively massless during
the two stages of the symmetry restoration -

To discuss the ultra-violet part of the theory we must consider

whether Asymptotic Freedom holds. Indeed if it held throughout the

symmetry restoration it would guarantee that the ultra-violet part of

reggeon diagrams also continues smoothly. However, for the first stage of

(15) the presence of two Higgs triplets implies asymptotic freedom is
1 Q

impossible. For the second-stage it is possible only under the special

condition that

_S_ the asymptotic freedom constraint on the number of quarks

in unbroken QCD is saturated

In this special circumstance we can, by exploiting complimentarity,

expect to reach unbroken QCD with (sums of) perturbatively calculated

reggeon diagrams if we take limits in the order

i) M^ -t- 0 ii) A± + - iii) M^ •»• 0 . (16)

The particular significance of being able to take ii) before iii) will be

discussed shortly.

Note that if the saturation condition S is satisfied then (with all



quarks massless) the 0-function of unbroken QCD has 1 9* 2 0' an infra-red 13

fixed-point In addition to the ultra-violet fixed-point producing

asymptotic freedom. This is illustrated in Fig. 4. If this fixed-point

is associated with the wee-parton critical phenomenon, as we shall shortly

suggest, then the gauge-coupling will not grow in the infra-red and any

confinement scale defined from such growth will certainly be absent.

g
\

infra-red
fixed-point

Fig. 4 The 0-function for QCD saturated with quarks.

REGGEON DIAGRAM ANALYSIS AND THE CRITICAL POMERON

Having determined conditions under which we can start from

perturbation theory and reach QCD diffraction we then have to -nalyze the

effect of the sequence of limits (16) on the gluon and quark reggeon diagrams

involved. In particular, of course, we have to understand how hadrons

enter the analysis. We shall give only brief details. Much more can be

found in Refs. 9 and 10.

The first limit M2 • 0, since it is defined to be infra-red, is

dominated bv Infra-red divergences of transverse momentum integrals. The

ultimately significant divergences (which are not exponentiated to zero)

are these which couple in multi-reggeon diagrams through vertices which

contain quark-loop anomalies. This coupling of infra-red divergences and

"anomalous" vertices is the basic mechanism behind confinement in this

formalism which is implemented by the occurrence of an expectation value

for the SU(2) singlet winding number operator

/ dx.dx^^VA^ (17)

(defined in terms of SU(2) gauge fields A*). That is the reggeon diagrams

which survive Che M^ + 0 limit involve SU(2) singlet combinations of

quarks and gluons accompanied by infra-red divergences which can be

interpreted as producing a K_ (reggeon) condensate. The resulting Regge
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singularities give the first approximation to hadrons, and the Pomeron, at

Infinite momentum. We find Regge poles associated with sums of reggeon

diagrams whose lowest order representative is of the form

a "pion" 3^!^^^S3 qq + gluon condensate

a "nucleon" ^=s qqq + gluon condensate (18)

a "Pomeron" s**********^* (reggeized) SU(2) singlet gluon
— — — - - - - with mass M2 + gluon condensate.

K_ is in fact the low transverse momentum part of the usual (Cher-

Simons) topological winding number (which changes by an integer during

instanton interactions). It is interesting that the emergence of an

infinite momentum reggeon condensate producing confinement as SU(2) gauge-

invariance is restored closely parallels the anomaly dominated dynamics

producing confinement in the two-dimensional massless Schwinger model.

Manton has suggested ' that generalizing the dynamics of the Schwinger

model to instanton interactions of massless fermions in QCD might produce

a winding number condensate. Since the anomalous vertices in transverse

momentum reggeon diagrams simulate instanton interactions and the infinite

momentum limit is closely related to the massleps ferrr.ion limit we belisve

the origin of our winding number is essentially as Manton speculates.

Having identified the Pomeron and hadrons through (18) wa then

organize the reggeon diagrams into a Reggeon Field Theory description of

hadrons interacting by exchanging Pomerons. The most important feature we.

find is that the winding number condensate provides the Pomeron

expectation value which characterizes the Super-Critical Pomeron

"phase""' produced by giving the Pomeron an unphysical "bare" intercept

ap,(0) > 1. (This is analogous to giving the scalar field a negative

mass2^ in Xcp scalar field theory.) A further characteristic of the

Super-Critical Phase is tMt the physical Pomeron trajectory should be

degenerate with an odd signature Regge trajectory. In this case it is the

odd-signature SU(2) singlet gluon trajectory, that is

Op(t) = ag(t) . (19)

From this degeneracy, together with our identification of the Super-



Critical Poraeron phase, it follows that we obtain the Critical Pomeron,

that is ap(0) « 1, when the gluon trajectory Intercept is at one. From

Fig. 3 we see immediately that

Op(0) + 1 . (20)

Provided that we have taken A +• », we can unambiguously identify l^ • 0

with the restoration of full SU(3) gauge symmetry. (Super-Critical

Poraeron theory tells us that as Op(0) • 1, the odd-signature gluon

trajectory will decouple from physical states leaving just the Critical

Pomeron.) Consequently

restoring the full SU(3) gauge symmetry of QCD by the

limit M^ •» 0 produces the Critical Pomeron.

THE CRITICAL POMERON AND THE PABTON MODEL

Consider first the consequences if the saturation condition S^ is not

satisfied so that the limits ii) and ill) in (16) can only be taken if

uheir order is reversed. Using (19) and (20) we could still try to

contrive a limit M^ + 0 at fixed A which would give the Critical

Pomeron. However, A is a relevant parameter for the Critical Pomeron and

the critical intercept formula ; suggests that subsequently

increasing A, after M2 •+• 0 would movr* the theory sub-critical. This would

imply a Pomeron with intercept less than one and consequently a vanishing

asymptotic cross-section with sharply cut-off transverse momentum for

particle production. Hence at infinite momentum there would be no wee-

parton distribution and no large transverse momentum cross-section to

match with the parton model as we wish it to be realized in QCD. This

suggests that the ability to reach unbroken QCD though the sequence of

limits (16) is vital for asymptotic consistency of the Pomeron with the

Parton Model. Therefore I believe that J_must be satisfied for the parton

model to hold.

In fact carrying through the complete Reggeon Diagram analysis

described above would seem to provide a direct route to the parton

model. Identifying hadrons through the infra-red phenomenon implied by

(18) shows that they can, within reggeon diagrams, be described by bound-

state Regge pole trajectories which, after the limit A •*•<», can he
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represented as sums of perturbation theory diagrams which have well-

defined short-distance components. That is the bound-state Regge poles

can (when scattering by exchanging Pomerons) be expressed as infinite sums

of reggeon diagrams which themselves represent infinite sums of

perturbative quark and gluon diagrams. This should surely provide a

precise realization of hadrons as parton bound-states which should carry

over directly into the existence of infinite momentum wave-functions and

the corresponding structure functions.

Before the limit M | + 0 is taken the expectation value of K_ is,

essentially, the only wee-parton effect and it is unlikely that any non-

trivial chiral limit exists. Nevertheless at this stage there is a well-

defined sense in which the Pomeron is like a single gluon. The K_

condensate simply carries the necessary quantum number and signature

properties to convert the SU(2) singlet, odd-signature Regge pole gluon to

the. SU(3) singlet (projection), even-signature, Pomeron. As we emphasized

in the introduction this might be a good approximation for discussing

short-distance properties of the Pomeron without encountering the full

complexities of the Critical Pomeron and chiral symmetry breaking.

After the final M | •»• 0 limit restoring SU(3) gauge symmetry is taken,

che expectation value of K_, disappears and the (Critical) Pomeron can be

identified as an SU(3) singlet for which the first approximation is an

(anomalous color charge parity) combination of four gluons which contains

the Pomeron of (18) (and also can be associated with the imaginary part of

a Wilson loop of SU(3) color flux9). This Pomeron can simultaneously be

described by the hadronic critical phenomenon of the Critical Pomeron and

as the (very complicated) sum of perturbative gluon diagrams implied by

the above Reggeon analysis. Indeed it is likely ' that many of the

scaling phenomena of the Critical Pomeron can be associated directly with

scaling properties of the infra-red fixed-point of Fig. 4.

The reggeon diagram analysis does, of course, imply that confinement

is an infra-red divergence property of parton interactions as we

anticipated earlier. To demonstrate that chiral symmetry breaking can be

viewed as a property of the wee-parton distribution as we also anticipated

it is necessary to show that pseudoscalar pion Goldstone bosons are

produced by reggeon-Pomeron interactions. This requires^'i0^ a more

detailed look at anomalous reggeon interactions than we can give here.

I should point out that the construction of SU(3) gauge theory

diffraction implied by (15)-(2O) can be extended to higher gauge groups



(saturated with fermions). The conclusion is that there would be more

Pomeron regge pole trajectories—including odderon trajectories25^—which

in turn implies that the corresponding wee-parton distribution would have

much weaker universality properties than with SU(3) gauge invariance.

This suggests that SU(3) non-abelian gauge-invariance could be unique in

its ability to produce Critical Pomeron diffraction and hence sustain the

wee-parton distribution necessary for the parten-mode1 to emerge at

infinite momentum.

ELECTRO-WEAK SYMMETRY BREAKING

The saturation condition j3_ is satisfied by three possible combinations of

quarks, given the existence c,~ 5 conventional flavors. These are

a 16 flavors of color triplet quarks

b 6 flavors of color triplet quarks

+2 flavors of color sextet quarks

(21)
_c_ 5 flavors of color triplet quarks

1 flavor of color sextet quarks

1 flavor of color octet quarks.

By far the most attraccive and physically plausible is option b. The

color sextet quarks have an 311̂ (2) x SUR(2) chiral symmetry which we

expect to break spontaneously. The resultant Goldstone boson "sextet

pions" have just the right quantum numbers to produce the Higgs sector of

the electroweak interaction. The W^ and Z can therefore acquire their

masses by eating the sextet pions.5' Corsequences of this symmetry

breaking mechanism are

i) the Z and W* may have anomalous interactions ' analogous to that
o

responsible for the it •*• 2y decay.

ii) since the emergence of the parton model is, according to our

arguments, tied to the full Critical Pomeron phenomenon it may be that

production of the associated sextet quarks via W* and Z° production is

essential before parton model phenomena can set in as true asymptotic

phenomena. This gives the link between the electro-weak scale and the

scale for parton-model phenomena advertised in the introduction.

GRAND UNIFICATION

It is very intriguing that if we attempt to embed the color-sextet
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realization of the Critical Pomeron and electro-weak, symmetry breaking in

a Grand-Untfiad theory we are led to a unique theory ' with many

virtues. This theory utilizes a single complex representation of SU(5),

that is

5 + 15 + 40 + 45 , (22)

and is anomaly-free, asymptotically free, saturated with fermions—

implying an infra-red fixed point,, real with respect to SU(3) x U(l),

contains color sexnet and octet quarks capable of producing all aspects of

electro-weak symmetry breaking dynamically, and finally it contains a

conventional quark and lepton spectrum which may possibly produce the

complete known particle spectrum. It is very exciting that this theory

might be a viable Grand Unification in which all symmetry breaking is

dynamical and in which the parton model and the Critical Pomeron are key

ingredients.
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